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Dr Boom!

One of the market's biggest bears - Dr Doom - is having a change of heart. This is the guy credited with

predicting the global financial crisis, so when he steps out in his Dr Boom cape, the pundits take note. I

tell you what's caused this newfound optimism in my column today.

Also in the Switzer Super Report, Charlie Aitken has a thing or two to say about our banks and why

they're not the investments they once were. Plus, we show you how to use sector tilts in financials and

resources to beat the market index, and we outline a simple DIY super strategy that can boost your

income.

Let's hope Dr Boom is right - again!

Sincerely,

Peter Switzer
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Dr Doom turns to Dr BOOM!

by Peter Switzer

Believe it or not, the famous (or is it infamous!) Dr

Nouriel Roubini, also known as Dr Doom, has become

Dr Boom – at least for the short-term.

This is the guy credited with picking the global

financial crisis (GFC) and market collapse, and he has

since travelled the world scaring the pants off

investors and businesses. He is the US equivalent of

Associate Professor Steve Keen, who also predicted

that debt would cause serious economic and market

collapses. However, Keen has also become famous (or

infamous!) for predicting a house-price Armageddon

in Australia.

CNBC reports that a number of bearish experts they

follow have reworked their market views and are

becoming bullish, but the most notable of all is

Roubini.

“We’re a believer; we’re celebrating. We think the

rally has legs,” explains Gina Sanchez, director of

equity and allocation strategy at Roubini Global

Economics.

How long will it last?

That said, Dr Doom won’t stay Dr Boom for long

because he thinks the short-term player will want to

get out of stocks again by the middle of this year.

This analysis is consistent with a rule of thumb that

often works, which is encapsulated in the ‘advice’ I

quote often – “sell in May and go away”.

This worked out last year, as well as in 2010 and 2009

and it has a pretty good track record as far as

moneymaking rules go. There is also some logic in the

rule in as much as some Americans go on summer

holidays after May and close out their positions after

experiencing a nice first few months of the year.

The “sell in May” theory also links well with the

historical and near hysterical commitment of the

Yanks to a Santa Claus rally, which is then often

followed up by the January Effect. This basically says

that what happens in January will determine how the

market will finish the year.

So some wise guys could punt on Santa coming to

Wall Street in December and then back the likelihood

that January will still deliver nice returns, then sell in

May, only to do it all again come December.

Roubini knows Europe is now getting money from the

European Central Bank (ECB) via their domestic

banks and by March there should be some more funds

available from the rescue facilities that have been put

in place for the battling indebted eurozone. This will

keep the economic show on the road, but eventually

recession fears added to stocks going higher will

result in a retracement.

No major sell-off tipped

All of this is on the cards, but I don’t see a big sell-off

like last August unless something comes from left

field.

By the way, the Dow Jones index is only 10% off its

all-time high, which was set in late 2007 before the

GFC kicked off! So if Roubini is right and the market

keeps going up, when it hits and beats the all-time

high, there will be short-sellers, bears and hedge-fund

operators who will want to lock-in profits and test

investors’ resolve to stick to stocks.

For anyone who has been out of the market, the big

question is whether you want to go in now or wait for

a possible sell-off. Of course your big challenge is

identifying whether we are at the start of a substantial

rally powered by the possibility that bad news won’t

turn up this year. That’s a really big gamble and we
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will try to help you make the right decision.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Australian banks are not what they used to be

by Charlie Aitken

The Reserve Bank of Australia (RBA) board’s decision

to hold cash rates on Tuesday is a ‘triple-edged’

sword.

Firstly, it will ensure the Australian dollar moves to

record highs versus every major currency over the

next few months. Secondly, it ensures domestic

manufacturing, domestic discretionary retail,

industrial export industries, inbound tourism and

education remain under the pump.

Yet, the one positive is the RBA is clearly seeing

tangible signs that the world is getting better, not

worse. Another resilient performance by global

markets and risk assets early this week suggests they

are on the right track. The Aussie dollar Trade

Weighted Index (TWI), which is up at 78.8, is about

to break to a new high in my opinion.

So the world is getting better as we have been saying

and the currency is going to stay high as we have been

saying, yet many Australian domestic industries

remain under heavy structural pressure from the

currency.

Why our market is underperforming

Today I want to explore where I think the domestic

banks fit into all this, remembering they are “bankers

to the domestic industrial economy”.

The key feature of 2012 for me is the

underperformance of Australian banks; the key

reason the ASX 200 continues to underperform

global equity indices is the heavy weighting of the big

four banks (25%).

Even on Monday, trading updates from National

Australia Bank (NAB) and Macquarie Bank (MQG)

saw both stocks underperform. While Macquarie’s

weak trading update should have come as no surprise

to anyone who works in financial markets, I have to

say the sanguine NAB trading update was

disappointing because it lead to small consensus

earnings per share (EPS) downgrades again.

The problem is that every time a major Australian

bank speaks, we tend to lower our EPS forecasts

fractionally, which is important because our EPS

growth forecasts are modest already. The more we

chip away at our growth forecasts, the more

‘utility-like’ the bank sector looks.

The underlying problem remains a broad lack of

credit growth in Australia. Australian households

continue to deleverage, with the household savings

rate remaining at a generational high. This savings

rate, despite last years’ interest rate cuts, is negatively

affecting discretionary retail sales (excluding Western

Australia).

No near-term earnings growth

While the major Australian banks offer compelling

grossed-up dividend yields versus term deposits and

fixed-interest alternatives, the problem is they don’t

offer any near-term earnings growth. Don’t get me

wrong, the yield is attractive in itself, but at a

strategy-writing level, I like to see growth plus a

sustainable yield.

To prove markets are efficient, Australian banks have

already been de-rated to utility multiples. They are

being rated simply as growthless reliable dividend

streams in a world of low demand for new credit.

There is a very big difference in the way Australian

banks were rated before the global financial crisis

(GFC) and how they are rated today. This change has

been driven by reduced leverage, reduced demand for

credit, higher capital requirements and therefore

lower return on equity (ROE). Price to earnings ratios
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(P/Es) were once triple dividend yields, but now

yields and P/Es are converging. When the dividend

yield and P/E are the same, you are a growthless

utility in the market’s view.

Comparison of the Big Four pre-GFC and in

2011

Over this period, the XXJ, which is the ASX200

Financials Index (ex-property trusts), basically halved

then traded sideways for four years. The Big Four

banks and Macquarie represent over 70% of this

index, so it’s the closest we have to a major Australian

bank sub-index.

One of the other issues with bank equity at the

moment is that the banks themselves are issuing

more and more term funding products that are taking

demand away from their own equity. This will be an

ongoing issue as the major banks line up to issue

covered bonds to the yield-hungry SMSFs of

Australia.

To me, this reduces the traditional retail demand for

high-yield bank equity, which is another reason this

de-rating to utility like multiples may prove

structural.

Telstra is the new black

What seems clear to me is that Telstra (TLS) has

become the high-yield plus growth stock of choice for

retail investors. Comparing Telstra and the XXJ

Index suggests to me that Telstra is about to break out

into a new higher relative outperformance range after

already strongly outperforming. The catalyst would be

the NBN deal being finalised.

The point I’m getting to is that I’m truly wondering

whether Australian banks will EVER be the

investment they once were. I know that’s a big

statement, and I don’t want anyone to think that I

believe Australian banks are a bad investment, I just

struggle to see how in the global and local credit and

capital conditions (and regulation) they can ever

deliver pre-GFC-style total shareholder returns again.

I’m very happy to collect bank dividends, but I’m

starting to think expecting strong capital gains on top

of those dividend yields is delusional in the world we

operate in today. This may well be the classic sector

where historic share price performance is NOT a

guide to future performance. It is worth all of us

considering whether Australian banks are not ‘cheap

versus historic valuations’, but more accurately

‘appropriately priced as utilities’. I tend to favour the

latter and feel much, much stronger total returns will

be available in other global facing sectors in 2012 as

has been the case so far.

Anyhow, just thinking aloud today, mostly about the

Australian banks. Their best years as a total return

investment are most likely behind them.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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How sector tilts can help you beat the index

by JP Goldman

One way to play the market with a view to

outperforming the S&P/ASX 200 index is through

sector tilts and this can be relatively easy when using

exchange-traded funds (or ETFs).

After all, research suggests that most company stock

prices are correlated with general trends in the

market – that is, if the market is trending down, even

great stocks will have a hard time making gains.

Similarly, a rising market will tend to push the price

of most stocks up to a degree, even the dogs!

This correlation gets even stronger when we drill

down to the sector level. Whether a stock is rising

relatively strongly compared with the general market

often depends on which sector it’s in. If ‘financials’

are in vogue, for example, then most financial stocks

may tend to do well relative to the general market.

Ditto resources.

Given these often high correlations, the advent of

ETFs makes life even simpler for investors. For

example, if you like the financial sector, but are not

sure which bank to invest in, you can invest in all of

them in a single trade by buying a financials sector

ETF. Similarly, if resources are hot, you can avoid

having to choose between mining companies by

investing in an ETF covering the whole sector.

Financial tilts

As seen in the table below, there are four financial

ETFs to choose from – most of which exclude listed

property. Of these, the ETF from Beta Shares (QFN)

has the most funds under management and appears

to be the most liquid. It’s also the cheapest by a slight

margin.

Resource tilts

In the resources area, the Beta Shares ETF (QRE) also

has the most funds under management, though its

average bid-offer spread last month – according to

ASX research – was unusually wide. Looking at

earlier months, however, Beta Share’s average

bid-offer spread is usually no higher than its

competitors.

Note that the financials and resources sectors account

for around 37% and 33% of the S&P/ASX 200 index,

respectively, leaving only one third of the market to

other sectors. This suggests that getting the financials

versus resource sector call right would go a long way

in helping investors beat the market.

Financials vs. Resources

So which sector currently is best? Two handy rules of

thumb are that the resources sector tends to

outperform when commodity prices are rising, while

the financials sector tends to outperform when

interest rates are falling. After a very strong run for

much of the past decade, export commodity prices –

for bulk minerals like coal and iron ore – appear to

have past their peak, and the price outlook seems flat
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to down. Consistent with this, the strong

outperformance of the resources sector earlier this

decade has flattened out since the global financial

crisis.

S&P/ASX 200 Resources

Relative price ratio to S&P/ASX 200 index, with

30-day moving average

This strong outperformance by the resources sector

has been offset by the underperformance of the

financial sector. Though again, the financials sector

has broadly tracked the market over the past year,

with a bias toward outperformance since the Reserve

Bank of Australia (RBA) began cutting interest rates

last year.

S&P/ASX 200 Financials

Relative price ratio to S&P/ASX 200 index, with

30-day moving average

Of course, financials have other challenges, with the

banking sector facing margin pressure due to the

increase in the cost of borrowing money offshore and

the strong local political pressure not to pass these

costs into higher lending rates.

Banks are also facing the problem of slow credit

growth, with Australian households no longer

borrowing to the degree they once were.

Inevitably, the correct sector call depends on the state

of the global economy. With global growth likely to be

relatively subdued this year, that would seem to

favour lower local interest rates eventually and

further weakness in commodity prices. This trend

should tend to favour financials over resources.

Also favouring financials is the fact that dividend

yields in the sector are considerably higher than that

available within the mining sector. Local banks also

have enough domestic market clout that they’ll

probably maintain their healthy profit margins – one

way or another – even in the face of political pressure.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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How to use your SMSF to increase your Age

Pension

by Andrew Bloore

In addition to the well-known taxation benefits on

offer, investments held within a self-managed

superannuation fund (SMSF) can also provide

substantial Centrelink advantages – particularly to

married couples.

This is significant because a person’s superannuation

is not counted by Centrelink while that person is

below their Age-Pension age. And it is this

non-assessment that provides a number of

opportunities for people who are seeking to receive

Centrelink benefits – or to increase their entitlements

in retirement.

Passing the asset test

A look at the current Centrelink asset-test thresholds,

which determine the level of assets allowed when

calculating a pension entitlement, tells us that some

level of Age pension may still be available for couples

with assets up to $1,018,000.

While this might sound like a very generous level, the

summary table below shows that there is quite a big

difference between what you’re allowed to earn to

receive a maximum pension entitlement and no

pension at all – with a sliding scale operating in

between.

Income test for receiving the Age Pensions

Understanding these thresholds is critical as they

form a significant part of Centrelink’s assessment

when determining how much support (if any) will be

available.

It should also be noted that the “For maximum

pension” column is the only column relevant to

people who are under Age-Pension age and looking to

qualify for an allowance – such as the Newstart

Allowance – because assets above this threshold will

result in no payment eligibility at all.

So, when looking for SMSF opportunities to maximise

retirement benefits, recent Australian Tax Office

statistics indicate that around 70% of all SMSFs are

made up of two members – typically husband and

wife – creating a near-perfect combination for

Centrelink planning.

Example

Consider Bill and Carol – Bill is age 65 while Carol is

age 60. Excluding their family home, they have the

following assets:

Of the assets held within their SMSF, a total of

$690,000 represents Bill’s balance, while Carol has

the remaining $210,000.

With Carol being under her Age Pension age of 65,

her superannuation will not be counted under the

asset test – however, Bill’s does. As a result, their

combined assessable assets, including their car and

contents, are a total of $710,000.

Under the asset test, this would result in a pension

reduction of around $334 per fortnight for Bill.

Further, Carol would not be eligible for any benefits
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for at least five years as she is under Age-Pension age

and their combined assets automatically make her

ineligible for an allowance.

How to make it work

Bill and Carol can improve their financial situation by

transferring $450,000 from Bill’s super over to Carol,

causing their combined assessable assets to fall to

$260,000. As a result, Bill’s Age pension entitlement

under the asset test would increase by around $334 a

fortnight (or $8,684 a year), while Carol would

potentially become eligible for an allowance of up to

$439.40 (or $11,424.40 a year).

This represents a potential increase of over $20,000 a

year for the next five years!

Of course, Bill and Carol will also need to consider the

income test as Bill’s superannuation assets will be

subject to deeming as a financial investment.

However, this could be easily managed by converting

his remaining account balance into a pension

account.

Note: Once Carol reaches her Age-Pension age of 65,

all of their super assets will become assessable once

more.

What if Bill and Carol’s assets had been invested

outside super?

If Bill and Carol had instead built up their investment

assets outside of super – say through shares and term

deposits – transferring these assets into their SMSF

could help them achieve a similar outcome to the one

outlined above.

How to make a transfer

In order to transfer super assets from Bill to Carol,

Bill would essentially need to withdraw his super

tax-free and re-contribute it into his SMSF as a

spouse contribution.

Of course, as this involves making a super

contribution, contribution cap considerations need to

be carefully considered. You can read more about

these in Making DIY super contributions.

Important information: This content has been

prepared without taking account of the objectives,

financial situation or needs of any particular

individual. It does not constitute formal advice. For

this reason, any individual should, before acting,

consider the appropriateness of the information,

having regard to the individual’s objectives, financial

situation and needs and, if necessary, seek

appropriate professional advice.
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Did you know?

There are now 61 exchange-traded funds (ETFs) listed on the Australian stock exchange covering everything

from broad global indexes to specific sectors and commodities. You can learn about this growing investment

option in our Investments section or read some of JP Goldman's recommendations here.

Don't miss this!

The Reserve Bank of Australia will release its quarterly Statement on Monetary Policy tomorrow and the

markets will be reading this carefully to find any clues as to whether there are any interest rate cuts in our

economic future. The central bank said it has seen improvement in the global economy on Tuesday and traders

want to learn more details about the RBA's stance. You can read what the RBA has to say on the Switzer Super

Report website at 1130 AEST tomorrow.
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